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Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant Lots
Garden Management Manual
This manual outlines the intended management of the
Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant Lots Garden (the Garden).
The document addresses the long-term goal of conservation
by advising on responsibilities, means and methods for
each area of management. This plan will ensure that
the Garden retains its historical significance, while also
providing the optimal experience for the Bridgeland–
Riverside Vacant Lots Gardeners.

Garden photos, 2008,
Mike Ricketts

Mission
The Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant Lots Garden will be
managed as a place of history illustrating the role of
the Vacant Lots Garden Club in the early development
of Calgary. The four historic plots will be planted and
harvested annually with a wide variety of vegetables
and fruits, providing the residents of Bridgeland–Riverside
with the opportunity to produce their own food. The
Gardeners will be the primary caretakers of the Garden
and will be responsible for planting and harvesting the
four plots, thus retaining the historic organization of
the Vacant Lots Garden Club.
Project Team
Michelle Reid,

Conservation Landscape Architect, The City of Calgary Parks

Mike Ricketts,

Bridgeland–Riverside Resident

Marci Simkulet,

Adopt-A-Park Volunteer co-ordinator
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The Resource

a: The Resource

Part A:

Part A:

The Resource
The Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant Lots Garden consists of three lots
(legal parcels of land) that were cultivated under the Vacant Lots Garden
Club (the Club). The Club was informally established on Nov. 13, 1911,
by a resolution of City Council, and it was formally organized on
March 2, 1914. The purpose of the Club was to benefit poor families
by allowing them to grow vegetables, while at the same time improving
the appearance of the city by ridding vacant lots of weeds and garbage.
Private and City-owned lots were included in the program. At its
peak in 1943, there were 3,229 lots under cultivation.

Bridgeland Riverside
Vacant Lots Garden 2007,
The City of Calgary

1914 Council Minutes,
The City of Calgary,
Corporate Records,
Archives

A1: History
Vacant Lots Garden Club
The original impetus behind the formation of the
Vacant Lots Garden Club was twofold: food supply and
beautification. In the early 1900s, the Consumers League
was concerned with Calgary’s rapid development and
real estate speculation, which resulted in high rents
and a housing shortage. In 1912, these problems were
exacerbated by high food prices because local merchants
were tied to a system that required them to import
produce from British Columbia, instead of buying locally
grown vegetables. A recent immigrant, Annie Gale, was
appalled at the prices she had to pay for mouldy carrots
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and began advocating for a municipal market. The

Reader’s plans for park space was built on the idea that

group achieved success when the municipal market was

social progress could be achieved by improving people’s

established in 1914 and became a City supported utility

surroundings, particularly by providing people in the

in 1915. Mrs. Gale represented the Consumers League

inner city with access to land and gardens. Gardening

on the board of the Vacant Lots Garden Club and worked

was more than just a pleasant pastime or a way to grow

tirelessly to promote the idea that vegetables were just

food. It was a civic duty.

as likely to succeed in Alberta gardens as in B.C. gardens.
Her work on this initiative and other projects helped her

Another key supporter of the Club was Alexander

to become Calgary’s first female alderman in 1918.

Calhoun, Calgary’s first librarian. The Parks and Playgrounds Committee of The Calgary Planning Commission

The beautification focus was based on the City Beautiful

appointed Calhoun president of the committee to

Movement, which greatly influenced Calgary’s Parks

explore the cultivation of vacant lots in the city. This

Superintendent William Reader (who held the position

committee became the Vacant Lots Garden Club. Calhoun

from 1913 until 1942).

was primarily interested in the social benefits of food
production, but was also concerned with beautification.

Reader’s opinion about gardening was clear:

“…But one way in which we can
serve ourselves, our home, and our
community at the same time is by
employing our best effort to make
the earth lovelier, to tidy up
neglected places, to plant trees,
and to set out plants whose
blossoms will refresh the wearyminded, cheer both young and
aged, and make our homes and the
city in which we dwell brighter
places…So let everybody serve the
community this year, if it is only to
the extent of planting a tree or a
few flowers in his garden.”

By 1917, with the added incentive of patriotism, the
need to secure a local food supply became more
important than ever. Increasing local produce allowed
more food to be shipped overseas to aid the war effort.
The Depression and the Second World War provided
reasons to grow local gardens.
Community and Vacant Lots Garden Clubs had a number
of advantages, particularly during times of scarcity or
need, such as during the first and second World Wars and
the Depression. They provided a way for land owners and
potential gardeners to connect in a standardized way:
they offered an economy of scale, where supplies could
be purchased in bulk; equipment such as plows could be
shared or rented and where several lots could be tilled on
the same day. These lots also encouraged friendly rivalry
between gardeners to produce the best crops. During the
Second World War, the Garden was reportedly used as a
Victory Garden.
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Vegetable gardens
in front of General
Hostpital, c. 1920-23,
Glenbow Museum

Gardening in Bridgeland–Riverside
Gardening is repeatedly mentioned as a key characteristic
of the Bridgeland–Riverside community. In the Annual
Parks Report for 1918, Reader reports on the activities of
the Bridgeland Farm: “a complete survey of the city was
made for the purpose of seeing what vacant land there
was in large blocks that would be suitable for agricultural
purposes.” Just over 23 acres were cultivated on the
grounds of the General Hospital (the location of the
Bridgeland Farm), with 2,141 bushels of potatoes and
over 42 thousand pounds of other vegetables harvested.
Bow River Boulevard and Sunnyside Boulevard were
also farmed at this time, with produce going to various
charities and the hospital, although there was some price

that the Master Plan for Calgary include provisions for
community gardens in different parts of the city.
The Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant Lots Garden continued
to be planted and harvested annually. By 2007, the Garden
was the only known remaining Vacant Lots Garden in
Calgary. As a result, City Council had the site transferred
to Calgary Parks, where the Garden could be managed
and celebrated as an important cultural landscape.  

competition with local Chinese gardeners on the hospital

The Club dissolved in 1952. On April 14, 1952, Council decided:

contract. Early Italian and German residents maintained

“…[that]Holders of contracts with
the Vacant Lots Garden Club for
1951, for land under the control
of the Land or Parks Department,
be allowed free use of the same
land for this year under the rules
of the Vacant Lots Garden Club
concerning the control of weeds, etc.”

gardens on the rich floodplain soil. Gardening was
so popular that some houses are reported to have had
two kitchens, a regular one and a summer kitchen for
home canning.
Post-Vacant Lots Gardening Club
The end of the Second World War saw increasing
development and fewer vacant lots, putting the function
of the Club into question by 1948. In 1951, the Club

4
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TIMELINE
1890s

1890s

1900s

1910s

1920s

1930s

1940s

1950s

1960s

1970s

1980s

1990s

2000s

2010s

• 1911 | Alexander Calhoun arrives in Calgary.
• 1913 | Reader appointed Parks Superintendent.
• 1917 | Annie Gale organizes sale of flowers from vacant lots.

Personalities

• 1918 | Annie Gale elected to City Council, possibly first woman

in British Empire to hold this office.
• 1918 | Col. James Walker contributes use of over 150 of his own lots.

• 1912 | Population of Calgary approaches 50,000.
• 1912 | Municipal Market established.
• 1914 | Parks and Playgrounds Committee of the Town Planning Commission

established the Vacant Lots Garden Club.
• 1914 | 225 lots planted; 134 lots prepared for following spring’s planting.
• 1915 | City Council authorizes 300 bushels of seed potatoes to be supplied at cost to club.
• 1915 | 2,000 lots under cultivation by 1,128 individuals.
• 1917 | About 2000 lots leased.

Vacant Lot
Garden Club

• 1917 | City commissioners authorized to lease vacant City land to War Veterans

Association and supply 600 bushels of seed potatoes.
• 1918 | Club has approximately 1,200 members.
• 1919 | 1,128 members cultivating 1,992 lots.
• 1936 | 1,184 fee-paying members, 16 members on relief.
• 1937 | 1,208 paying members; 688 on relief, with 2850 lots under cultivation.
• 1937 | Council moved that “City owned lands used for cultivation purposes be handled

through the medium of the City Land Dept. and withdrawn from use by the Vacant Lots Garden Club.”
• 1948 | Vacant Lots Club in difficulty as more lots sold for development, meaning fewer lots

available for cultivation and not as many fees collected.
• 1952 | Vacant Lots Club dissolves.

• 1907 | Bridgeland annexed by The City of Calgary.
• 1917 | Parks department cultivated over 200 acres of land adjacent to General hospital.

Produce went to a variety of charities, including the Red Cross.
• 1924-1930 | Site first cultivated, planted and harvested as a Vacant Lot Garden.

Bridgeland – Riverside
Vacant Lot Garden

• 1939 | Site used as Victory Garden.
• 2007 | City Council transfers the Garden back into the Parks Department

to manage the site as an important historic resource.

1890s

1890s

1900s

1910s

1920s

1930s

1940s

1950s

1960s

1970s

1980s

1990s

2000s

2010s
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A2: Statement of significance
Description
The Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant Lots Garden is an 825

Club. The Vacant Lots Garden Club was an offshoot

square-metre (8,991 square-foot) community garden that

of a national movement of the same name that was

occupies three lots in the residential Bridgeland–Riverside

inaugurated in Calgary in 1911 and formally organized

area of Calgary. It is situated on a quiet cul-de-sac at the

in 1914. The Club allowed residents to garden on empty

base of a hill just below the former General Hospital site.

civic property for a small fee with a twofold purpose:

The three long and narrow lots run eastward off Seventh

beautification and food supply.

Street, but are currently arranged in four garden plots
that are aligned north and south.
Heritage Value

Establishment of the Vacant Lots Garden Club was
conceived as an important resource, especially for
working-class citizens. It secured a high quality,

The Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant Lots Garden is

affordable and local food supply through increased self-

significant for two primary reasons.

sufficiency. At the time, most produce sold in Calgary was

1.Typological significance:

imported from British Columbia and was both expensive

The Garden is the only known remaining example

and of poor quality. The establishment of the Bridgeland–

of a Vacant Lots Garden, dating from the late 1920s.

Riverside Vacant Lots Garden was a great asset to the

2. Historic significance:

working-class, including Ukrainian, Italian and German-

The Garden is indirectly associated with Annie Gale,

speaking Russian residents of the area during the

Alexander Calhoun and William Roland Reader, all

Great Depression of the 1930s and to the conservation

important figures in the development of Calgary.

efforts associated with the Second World War. It is also

Typological Significance – Vacant Lots Garden
The Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant Lots Garden is an

remembered for its role as a Victory Garden during the
war. Its products contributed to the war effort by reducing
public pressure on the food supply and allowing more

excellent example of a community garden and is the

food to be shipped overseas. At the same time, these

oldest of its type in Calgary. It is also the only known

gardens indirectly aided the war effort as morale

remaining community garden that was once part of the

boosters to those who tended them. Of the 3,229 vacant

Vacant Lots Garden Club.

lots that once comprised the Vacant Lots Garden Club,
the Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant Lots Garden is the

The Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant Lots Garden was

sole remaining garden that formerly constituted

established between 1924 and about 1930 on vacant land

the programme.

that was transferred to The City of Calgary in 1922 under
a City programme known as the Vacant Lots Garden

6
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A Vacant Lots
Garden, c. 1920’s,
Glenbow Museum
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Historic Significance
Association with Annie Gale, Alexander Calhoun
and William Reader

Because of the Garden’s association with the Vacant

Alexander Calhoun, the city’s first librarian, was

Lots Garden Club (1914-52), the Garden is also a tangible

likewise interested in the social benefits associated

reminder of the efforts of Annie Gale, Alexander Calhoun

with greater self-sufficiency in food production. Calhoun

and William Reader, three civic leaders of the era and

was appointed by the Calgary Planning Commission as

early supporters of the programme.

president of the Parks and Playground Committee. Later,
he headed the creation of the Vacant Lots Garden Club.

Annie Gale was a socially progressive, recent immigrant
from England, who was appalled by the poor quality and

William Roland Reader is considered Calgary’s

high price of the produce available in Calgary. She worked

most influential Parks superintendent; he held the

tirelessly to improve this situation. Mrs. Gale advocated

position from 1913-1942. This period was important in

for Calgarians to have the opportunity to be more self-

Calgary’s development as there was much migration

sufficient in the production of their food. Mrs. Gale was

and subsequent construction. During his 29 years as

instrumental in establishing a municipal market in

superintendent, Reader helped to shape Calgary’s public

Calgary in 1914, which sold locally grown produce. She

space. He was inspired by the City Beautiful Movement

also represented the Consumers League on the board of

of the time, and his goal was to transform Calgary into

the Vacant Lots Garden Club. Her work on these and other

a destination of the west. His vision of Calgary was as a

initiatives helped her to become Calgary’s first female

great city with high quality open space, including public

alderman in 1918.

parks and tree-lined boulevards. The Vacant Lots Garden
Club assisted with the beautification of the city by
reducing the number of neglected and uncared for sites.

1914 Annual Parks
Department Report,
written by William
Reader, The City of
Calgary, Corporate
Records, Archives

Character Defining Elements
The character defining elements are listed according to the categories in The Standards and Guidelines
for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada (Cultural Landscape Guidelines) and are as follows:

Land Patterns
and Spatial Organization
• Relationship of the Garden with the four
houses along McDougall Road – resulting
in the division of the Garden into four
north/south plots. This includes the
grass paths and other informal paths
that divide the plots and accommodate
circulation through the Garden.

Air photo of Garden, 2007,
The City of Calgary
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Landforms:

Built Features:

• The flat sunken plane of the Garden

• White picket fence that runs along the

that is located at the bottom of a
natural escarpment immediately north
of the site.
Vegetation:
• Annual planting and harvesting
of vegetables and fruits.
• Chokecherry and raspberry bushes
located in the north west corner
of the site.
Viewscapes:
• View from the top of the adjacent
escarpment, looking down onto
the Garden.
Circulation:
• Location and configuration of adjacent
path that meanders around the fenced
Garden and connects to the stairs up
the escarpment.
• The grass paths and other informal
paths that divide the plots and
accommodate circulation through
the Garden.
Water Features/Elements:
• Continued use of rain collected from
the adjacent homes in rain barrels.

10
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west edge of the Garden.
• Continued use of chicken wire to reduce
the impact of rabbits.
• Compost bins at the north edge
of the Garden.
• The metal gate that was salvaged from
a demolished home in the community
in 2006.
• Raised planting bed in the south area
of the Garden.
Garden photos, 2008,
Mike Ricketts

Compost bins and
metal gate, 2007,
The City of Calgary
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A3: Condition and authenticity
The Garden has been continually planted

Viewscapes:

and harvested since the late 1920s, and

The view from the escarpment

since that time, little has been altered at
the site. In 2007, the site was transferred
back into the Parks inventory and work

Circulation:

was completed to ensure the Garden was

The asphalt pathway, immediately north

safe and met City of Calgary codes.
The following is a concise list of the
condition and authenticity of elements
of the Garden.
Land Patterns/Spatial Organization:
The primary land pattern and spatial
organization of the site remains intact.
The four plots alignment with the four
houses along McDougall Road is clear.
Landforms:
The overall landform of the Garden has
remained intact as a sunken, flat garden
at the base of the escarpment to the north.
Vegetation:
The planting and harvesting of vegetables
has been occurring annually at the site
since the late 1920s.

12
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of the Garden, was repaved as part of the
2008 initiative to ensure the Garden was
safe for users and visitors.
Water Features/Elements:
The 2008 work included the instalment
of new rain barrels and a drainage pipe
to ensure water could be collected and
used easily.
Built Features:
The 2008 work included the instalment
of a new chain link fence along the north
and east edges of the Garden. The Garden
shed and benches are also new elements
that were added as part of the 2008 work.
The white picket fence was built from
sections that were salvaged throughout
the neighbourhood in the 1980s. The
compost bins were built in the 1990s.

Garden photos,2008,
Mike Ricketts
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Part B:

Management

B: MANAGEMENT

Part B:

Management

The Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant Lots Garden will be managed
so that its qualities are maintained and conserved as a historic,
but working, community garden. The Garden’s unique purpose
will require particular responsibilities for management to ensure
the historic significance is maintained, while providing the optimal
gardening experience.
Fall work, 2008,
Mike Ricketts

B1: Introduction
Heritage Protocol
The Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant Lots
Garden is a Municipal Historic Resource.
As such, The City of Calgary Parks
is legally required to maintain the
significance of the site and has
committed to manage the Garden
as an important cultural landscape.

• Continued use of rain collected from

The Adopt-A-Park volunteer co-ordinator

the adjacent homes in rain barrels

plays an integral role, as that position

should be retained as it contributes to

is the primary contact between the

the sense of community involvement

Gardeners and Parks.

and participation.
• The white picket fence that runs

Since the Garden is viewed as an

along the west edge of the Garden

important cultural landscape within Parks,

will be retained.

it is important to collaborate with the
conservation landscape architect when

Any alterations to the Garden must

B2: Roles and Responsibilities

conform to The Standards and Guidelines

The Garden has many players involved

for the Conservation of Historic Places in

in its success and operation. First and

Canada. The proposed changes must be

foremost are the Bridgeland–Riverside

reviewed by the conservation landscape

Vacant Lots Gardeners and Lead

architect to ensure the changes will not

Gardeners who are responsible for

negatively impact the heritage value of

the day-to-day running of the Garden.

the site.
The Bridgeland–Riverside Head Gardener
The yearly planting, growing and

will be an active Gardener, who will

harvesting of crops must result in no

additionally be the liaison between the

permanent changes to the organization

Gardeners and City of Calgary staff.

making decisions regarding the Garden.
Parks Operations will support the AdoptA-Park volunteer co-ordinator and ensure
that the Garden is maintained as a safe
and secure community amenity.
The Bridgeland–Riverside Community
Association is responsible for selecting the
Head Gardener, who will act on behalf of
the community association.

of the Garden or to any of the character
defining elements of the Garden.
Specifics include the following:
• The four plot alignment (oriented north/
south) must be retained – each plot can
be divided in half. The division must be
North/ South to retain the alignment
with the four houses.
• The Garden must remain sunken – any
attempts to elevate the land to existing
curb or pathway will negatively impact
the historic significance of the site.
16
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Garden photo, 2008,
Mike Ricketts

The Community Garden Resource
Network, affiliated with the Calgary
Horticultural Society, is a valuable
resource for the Gardeners. This

Bridgeland/Riverside
Community Association

Community Garden
Resource Network

organization can put them in touch
with other community gardens and
offer advice regarding management,
gardening practices, planting, harvesting,
upcoming learning opportunities and
shared resources.

Bridgeland/Riverside
Vacant Lot Gardeners

Parks marketing and public education
also play a key role in the success of
the Garden. These staff are responsible
for marketing the Bridgeland–Riverside
Vacant Lots Garden and ensuring
Calgarians are introduced to the Garden

Conservation
Landscape Architect

Adopt-a-Park
Co-ordinator

as part of the larger collection of cultural
landscapes within the Parks inventory.
As this Garden is an important historic

Senior Heritage
Planner

Parks
Operations

resource, the senior heritage planner will
also be a resource for the conservation
landscape architect.

Public Education
and Marketing

BRIDGELAND–RIVERSIDE VACANT LOTS GARDEN
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Bridgeland–Riverside
Vacant Lots Gardeners
Role: The primary users and caretakers
of the Garden. This group includes one Lead
Gardener for each garden lot.
Gardeners and Lead Gardeners will be
Bridgeland–Riverside residents who
actively desire the opportunity to grow
their own produce.
Specific responsibilities:
• Planting and harvesting an annual crop
of vegetables and/or fruit.
• Maintain the Garden in a presentable
and safe state (free of weeds, tripping
hazards, etc.).
• Store all tools and other City of Calgary
property in a secure location when not
in use.
• Maintain water barrels.
• Maintain records of annual crops for
annual report.

Working in the Garden,
2008, Mike Ricketts

Working in the Garden,
2008, Mike Ricketts

18
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Bridgeland–Riverside
Head Gardener

Adopt-A-Park
Volunteer Co-ordinator

Role: The liaison between the Bridgeland–
Riverside Gardeners and City of Calgary staff.

Role: The primary co-ordinating figure in the
Garden’s management.

The Head Gardener will be a dedicated

The Adopt-A-Park volunteer co-ordinator

and committed Gardener who is willing

will be the primary City of Calgary contact

to volunteer additional hours to ensure

for the Head Gardener and collection

the Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant Lots

of Gardeners.

Garden is managed in a way that
celebrates and respects the Garden.

Specific responsibilities:
• Ensure all Gardeners are oriented and

Specific responsibilities:
• Liaise with the Adopt-a-Park
co-ordinator and conservation

aware of the requirements of gardening
at the site.
• Liaise with the Bridgeland–Riverside
Head Gardener and conservation

landscape architect.
• Ensure all Gardeners understand the
requirements of gardening at the site.
• Be the main contact with the
Community Garden Resource
Network and the Bridgeland–Riverside
Community Association.
• Write an introduction to the annual

landscape architect.
• Use Parks Operations as needed
to ensure the Garden is safe
and maintained.
• Develop a working relationship with
the conservation landscape architect.
• Co-ordinate with the public education

report that includes highlights

and marketing administrators,

of the year.

as required.

• Document the development of the
Garden with digital photographs.

Conservation Landscape Architect
Role: Ensures historic significance is retained.
The conservation landscape architect
will be a consultative resource for
the Head Gardener and the AdoptA-Park co-ordinator.
Specific responsibilities:
• Liaise with the Bridgeland–Riverside
Head Gardener and the AdoptA-Park co-ordinator.
• Review and approve any proposed
alterations to the site.
• Assess need and participate
in management of new capital
development or repair.
• Prepare an annual report based on
information from the Gardeners.
• Develop a working relationship with
the Adopt-A-Park co-ordinator.
• Co-ordinate with Parks marketing
and public education administrators,
as required.
• Work with Heritage Planning
as required.

Help from the Volunteer
Co-ordinator, 2008,
Mike Ricketts

BRIDGELAND–RIVERSIDE VACANT LOTS GARDEN
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Community Garden
Resource Network

The Community Garden
Network Representative,
2008, Lori Losowy

Role: To act as a resource for the Bridgeland–
Riverside Vacant Lots Gardeners. The Resource
Network is affiliated with the Calgary
Horticultural Society and offers assistance
to Calgary’s community gardens in a variety
of ways.
Specific responsibilities:
• Be a resource regarding the operation
and maintenance of the Garden.
• Connect the Bridgeland–Riverside

Calgary Parks Operations
Role: Assist Adopt-A-Park co-ordinator with
the maintenance and operation of the Garden,
as required.
Parks Operations will not be the primary
caretakers of this Garden; however, there
are specific responsibilities they will
undertake.
Specific responsibilities:
• Liaise with the Adopt-A-Park coordinator with regard to maintenance
of the site (including water supply and
integrated pest management needs).
• Maintain adjacent boulevard, pathway
and escarpment lands.
Bridgeland–Riverside Community
Association
Role: Annually identify the Head Gardener
Specific responsibilities:
• Work with the Head Gardener to
ensure the Garden is actively used as
an important community amenity.

20
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Gardeners with other community
Gardeners in Calgary to share
information and gardening resources.

Public education and marketing
Role: Inform the public of the Garden’s history
and significance.
Specific responsibilities:
• Provide consultation and integrate
information, including educational
content, with the conservation
landscape architect and AdoptA-Park co-ordinator
• Market the Garden to Calgarians as part
of the collection of cultural landscapes
in The City of Calgary Parks inventory.
Heritage Planner
Role: Work with the conservation landscape
architect to ensure heritage significance
and municipal designation status is intact
and retained.
Specific responsibilities:
• Be a resource for the conservation
landscape architect.

Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant Lots Garden
Management Committee
Role: A Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant Lots
Garden Management Committee will be
convened as required by the conservation
landscape architect to review the Garden’s
management.

Sunflowers in
the Garden, 2008,
The City of Calgary

This committee is comprised of :
• Bridgeland–Riverside Head Gardener
• Adopt-A-Park co-ordinator
• conservation landscape architect
Specific responsibilities:
• Review ongoing management
of the Garden.

Lady bug, 2008,
The City of Calgary

BRIDGELAND–RIVERSIDE VACANT LOTS GARDEN
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B3: Garden maintenance

Horticultural standards

The purpose of this section is to outline

Maintain the Garden as a producing

a set of maintenance and horticultural

garden with an abundance of different

practices, particular to the characteristics

vegetables and fruit. Ensure the Garden is

and elements of the Garden, that are

maintained in a presentable and safe state

designed to conserve the historical

(free of weeds, tripping hazards, etc.).

integrity, image and value.

Specifics include:
• Plant within a reasonable timeframe

The Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant Lots

to ensure the appropriate growing time

Gardeners and all others associated with

and healthy crops. The reasonable

the operation of the Garden should adhere

timeframe will vary slightly from year

to the following guidelines.

to year – acceptable planting deadlines
will be evaluated by the Bridgeland–
Riverside Head Gardener, the Adopt-

Weeds in the Garden, 2008,
The City of Calgary

A-Park volunteer co-ordinator and the
conservation landscape architect.
• Continuously monitor and control
weeds, invasive plants and pests.
• Pest control materials and methods
must be evaluated through the
Adopt-A-Park volunteer co-ordinator
working with the Parks integrated pest
management team and the conservation
landscape architect.
• Ensure all plant material has access
to water. Water will be collected in
rain barrels and used as required.
Parks Operations may be required
to supplement the rain barrels at
the request of the Adopt-A-Park
volunteer co-ordinator.

• Harvest all crops within a reasonable

• Parks Operations will be responsible

timeframe to ensure fresh produce.

for any significant work that is required

The reasonable timeframe will vary

to maintain the shed, fence, etc. All

slightly from year to year – acceptable

work will be co-ordinated through the

harvesting deadlines will be evaluated

conservation landscape architect.

by the Head Gardener, the Adopt-A-

• Parks Operations will be responsible for

Park volunteer co-ordinator and the

maintenance of the adjacent pathway.

conservation landscape architect.
• Monitor soil fertility and tilth yearly to

Garden condition assessment

ensure nutrient rich soil. Apply additives

The Head Gardener, Adopt-A-Park

and replenish mulches as required.

volunteer co-ordinator and conservation

Site and equipment upkeep

landscape architect will inspect the
site monthly and conduct a condition

The Garden and associated site structures

assessment using the Garden Condition

and equipment will be maintained in a

Assessment form found in the appendix.

safe and secure state. The Garden was
historically used and maintained by the

Specifics include:

community. The intent is to retain this

• Inspecting the site, plant material, shed,

operational structure. As a result, most

benches, signage, fencing, rain barrels,

work completed in the Garden will be

compost bin and all tools semi-annually

carried out by the Gardeners.

to ensure deterioration is minimized.
• Identifying areas of need and

Specifics include:

determining priorities for the Gardeners

• The Gardeners will continuously remove

and Parks Operations.

debris, trash and unsightly material
from the Garden.
• The Gardeners will store all tools and
other City of Calgary property in a
secure location when not in use.
• The Gardeners will be responsible

Various tools, 2008,
The City of Calgary

for general care and upkeep of the
shed, fencing, water barrels, compost
bin and benches.
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B4: Gardener selection
and standards

prior gardening experience and a

• Because of the short growing season,

thorough understanding of the time

 the Garden plots must be seeded prior

commitment required.
Selection process:
The Bridgeland-Riverside Vacant Lots
Garden is a historic garden and as a
result, it is essential that the Gardeners
be properly advised of the extent of their
responsibilities and the necessity of
maintaining the Garden as a showpiece.
The Garden demonstrates the creativity
and involvement of current and past
community residents who relied on the
produce from these types of gardens to
feed their families.
Each Garden plot will be assigned to
the care of a designated Lead Gardener.
The Lead Gardener is responsible for the
actions and education of the Gardeners
working in their assigned plot. All
Gardeners will be City of Calgary AdoptA-Park Volunteers. Assigned plots cannot
be sub-divided.
The Head Gardener will select
Lead Gardeners:
• Lead Gardeners will be chosen from

24

• Preference will be give to residents

to the end of May. Unless the Head
Gardener has given an extension,

of Bridgeland-Riverside, although

un-seeded plots will be re-assigned

residents of neighbouring communities

to another Lead Gardener in order

may place their names on the list.

to allow sufficient time to have a

The Head Gardener will try to provide

successful crop.

Garden volunteer opportunities for

• Failure to meet the following

individuals on the list.

 gardening standards may result

• Because of the significant time
commitment required from Lead
Gardeners and because of the

in re-assignment to another
Lead Gardener.

cumulative nature of the quality of

Gardening standards:

their gardens from their efforts, Lead

The Gardeners will be responsible not only

Gardeners will retain their positions

for their designated plot, but for a portion

until they indicate otherwise or

of the common area maintenance as

operational conditions change.

assigned by the Head Gardener.

• Prior gardening experience may be
from having had their own gardens,

• Common area duties include the

working in other community gardens

 watering, weeding and grass

or from working as a gardener or

cutting for the uncultivated areas

volunteering in the Garden. This base

between individual plots and along

of experience will ensure all plots

the adjoining perimeter fences.

will be under the direct supervision of

Duties may also include assisting in

individuals who realize that gardening

maintaining the storage shed, fencing,

in this environment requires constant

rainwater gathering and storage

attention, from spring preparation

system, compost bins and benches;

through fall clean-up.

the watering, pruning and tending of

a chronological list of interested

raspberries, Nanking Cherry bushes,

individuals. Preference will be given

the strawberry box and the decorative

to individuals who have been on the

flower and perennial beds; and the

list the longest. The Head Gardener

picking-up of garbage in conjoining

will further base the selection

grassy areas immediately outside the

on residence in the community,

perimeter fence.
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• Roto-tilling will be carried out at the

• Produce belongs to the Gardeners.

end of the growing season and again

The produce from individual plots

in the spring. In the fall, Gardeners are

is the property of the respective

responsible for cleaning up their plots

Gardeners. Gardeners who participate

and removing organic materials to the

in the work of maintaining the fruit-

compost bin designated for collecting.

bearing plants may share in the related

For safety, the roto-tiller will be

crops. Because this is a show garden,

operated only under the supervision

Gardeners are encouraged to share

of the Head Gardener.

samples of their produce with visitors

• This Garden is organic; the use

and especially with neighbourhood

of herbicides and pesticides is

children and students from Langevin

forbidden. Weed control and the

Science School. Local charities offer

introduction of soil nutrients will be

a grateful outlet for extra produce.

done under the guidance of City of

Gardeners are not obligated to give

Calgary Parks Operations.

away their produce. Produce must not

• No pets are to be brought within the

be grown for sale.

Garden perimeters.
• Small children must be supervised at
all times; inadvertent damage to the
work of others is unacceptable.
• Work in someone else’s plot should
only be done with their approval.
• There are two rain barrels available
for each garden and one rain barrel
and the 45-gallon drum available for
common area watering.

Picking beets, 2008,
Mike Ricketts
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B5 Conservation standards
All capital conservation work will
primarily be the responsibility of the
conservation landscape architect and
will conform to the Standards and
Guidelines for the Conservation of
Historic Places in Canada.
The following list includes these standards.
The specific cultural landscape guidelines
can be found on the Parks Canada website.

requires minimal or no change to its
character defining elements.
• Protect and, if necessary, stabilize a
historic place until any subsequent
intervention is undertaken. Protect
and preserve archaeological resources.
Where there is potential for disturbance
of archaeological resources, take
measures to limit damage and loss
of information.
• Evaluate the existing condition

Standards include:

of character defining elements to

• Conserve the heritage value of a

determine the appropriate intervention

historic place. Do not remove, replace

needed. Use the gentlest means possible

or substantially alter its intact or

for any intervention. Respect heritage

repairable character defining elements.

value when undertaking an intervention.

Do not move a part of a historic place

• Maintain character defining elements

if its current location is a character

on an ongoing basis. Repair character

defining element.

defining elements by reinforcing their

• Conserve changes to a historic place

materials using recognized conservation

that, over time, have become character

methods. Replace in kind any extensively

defining elements in their own right.

deteriorated or missing parts of

• Conserve heritage value by
adopting an approach calling
for minimal intervention.
• Recognize each historic place as a

character defining elements, where
there are surviving prototypes.
• Make any intervention needed to
preserve character defining elements

physical record of its time, place and use.

physically and visually compatible

Do not create a false sense of historical

with the historic place and identifiable

development by adding elements from

upon close inspection. Document any

other historic places or other properties

intervention for future reference.

or by combining features of the same
property that never co-existed.
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Inspecting a Vacant Lots
Garden, c. 1920’s,
Glenbow Archives

• Conserve the heritage value and
character defining elements when
creating any new additions to a historic
place or any related new construction.
Make the new work physically and
visually compatible with, subordinate
to and distinguishable from the
historic place.
• Create any new additions or related new
construction so that the essential form
and integrity of a historic place will not
be impaired if the new work is removed
in the future.
• Repair rather than replace character
defining elements from the restoration
period. Where character defining
elements are too severely deteriorated
to repair and where sufficient physical
evidence exists, replace them with
new elements that match the forms,
materials and detailing of sound
versions of the same elements.
• Replace missing features from the
restoration period with new features
whose forms, materials and detailing
are based on sufficient physical,
documentary and/or oral evidence.
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B6: Record keeping
Records and archives will play
an important part in the ongoing
maintenance of the site. These records
are both historic and a summary of how
the Garden is used by the community
today. The goal of record keeping is to
conserve the heritage value of the
Garden and to understand how the
community continues to use the
Garden as time progresses.
The records will include copies of old
documents, as well as newly created
and updated documents related to the
contemporary use of the site.

• The conservation landscape architect
will be required to write a short report
on the historic significance of the site,
any changes to the site and any impacts
to the character defining elements of
the site.
• The conservation landscape architect
will also be responsible for compiling
an annual Cultural Landscape Report;
the report will primarily include the
individual year end summaries, the
Head Gardener and Adopt-A-Park
volunteer co-ordinator report, along
with any impacts to the historic
significance of the site and a
financial report, if required.

B7: Marketing and
public education
The marketing of parks and activities has
become an important element in Parks
success. The Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant
Lots Garden is a unique cultural landscape
within a group of cultural landscapes
within the city, including Central
Memorial Park, Reader Rock Garden,
Riley Park, Colonel Walker House and
landscape, Battalion Park, Bowness Park,
etc. The Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant Lots
Garden will be viewed as one of the sites
in a larger collection. Broader marketing
and public education focusing on Calgary’s
cultural landscapes will inform the public
of the history and significance of the

New records will:

various sites, including the historical

• Track individual Gardeners’ crops with

and contemporary context of sites in

respect to success and failure. Each

the city and of the unique content and

Gardener will be required to fill out

characteristics of these sites.

a Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant Lots
Garden Year End Summary (found in

Specific actions that will develop

the appendix) that will outline the

awareness of the Bridgeland–Riverside

various crops they planted and the

Vacant Lots Garden include:

various results.
• The Head Gardener and the AdoptA-Park volunteer co-ordinator will be

• Information about the Garden for

required to write a short report on the

general visitors is offered by two signs –

yearly happenings in the Garden. This

the first located at the Garden and the

will include items such as highlights

second on top of the hill overlooking

of the year, photos, operational trials,

the Garden.

weed problems, pests or environmental
problems, water management, etc.
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Alderman Joe Ceci at
Langevin School, 2008,
The City of Calgary

Web-based information:
• Educational information will be made
available online as part of The City of
Calgary’s web site.
Tours:
• Regular tours of larger cultural
landscape sites (Reader, Bowness,
Riley, Edworthy, etc.) can also include,
where appropriate, information about
the Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant
Lots Garden.

20.

School group programs:
• Programs specifically designed for school
groups at one of the Parks educational
centres (particularly the Reader classroom
and Colonel Walker House classroom)
could include, where appropriate,
Above, below and
at right, Art from
Langevin School, 2008

information about the Bridgeland–
Riverside Vacant Lots Garden.
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B8: Annual operating budget
The operating budget for the Bridgeland–
Riverside Vacant Lots Garden is expected
to be minimal. All work is expected
to be arranged through the Adopt-APark volunteer co-ordinator and will be
absorbed as part of their regular activities.
When specific needs arise that are outside
the scope and ability of the Adopt-APark volunteer co-ordinator and Parks
Operations (such as the need for fence
paint, soil additives, etc.), the conservation
landscape architect will attempt to secure
funds through the Cultural Landscape
Maintenance fund.
The maintenance of the adjacent
boulevard and pathway are considered
to be outside the limit of the Garden and
are maintained by Parks Operations as
part of two different budgets.
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Part C:

Conclusions
and Future Directions

C : CO N C L US I O N S

Part C: Conclusions
and Future Directions
The Bridgeland-Riverside Vacant Lots Garden is both an important
community resource and an important historic resource. This
document was created to ensure the Garden remains valuable
for both reasons, now and into the future.

In the Garden, 2008,
Mike Ricketts

C1: Conservation and protection
of the Garden

C2 : Future directions
The Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant Lots Garden was

The conservation of the Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant

returned to The City of Calgary Parks inventory in 2008.

Lots Garden dates to 2007, when Calgary City Council

The Garden was managed by the Adopt-A-Park volunteer

identified the Garden as a significant historic resource

co-ordinator, a community representative and the

and decided to retain and protect the Garden.

conservation landscape architect. The experiences in
2008 contributed to this document.

The following is an excerpt from The City of Calgary
Council Minutes on Nov. 26, 2007:

That Administration be directed
to pursue both Municipal Historic
Resource designation and a land
use re-designation that will
ensure the Bridgeland–Riverside
Community Garden is protected
and retained both now and in
the future.

This document was designed to be a living document that
can be altered to best accommodate current situations.
Built into the document is the necessity to monitor
and adjust:
• Operational practices such as optimal garden plot sizes.
• Selecting and evaluating individual gardeners.
• Specific roles and responsibilities.
The intention is to trial the management plan beginning
in the spring of 2009 with a review at the end of the
growing season.
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Part D:

Appendices

App e ndi c e s

Part D:

Appendices
The appendices in this section include the following:
1. Current plan and air photo of the Garden
2. Historic photos
3. Historic material
4. Calgary Heritage Authority evaluation
5. Garden Condition Assessment form
6. Gardener Year End Summary form

Blooming garden,
2007, Mike Ricketts

Appendix 1 –

Garden plan
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Current plan

Appendix 1 –

Aerial photo of the Garden

Aerial photo,
The City of Calgary
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Appendix 2 –

1924 Air photo,
The City of Calgary
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Historic photos

Appendix 2 –

Historic photos

1948 Air photo,
The City of Calgary
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Appendix 2 –

Inspecting a Vacant
Lots Garden,
c. 1920,
Glenbow Museum
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Historic photos

Appendix 2 –

Historic photos

A Vacant Lots
Garden, c. 1920s,
Glenbow Museum
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Appendix 2 –

Vegetable gardens
in front of the
General Hospital,
c. 1920s,
Glenbow Museum
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Historic photos

Appendix 3 –

Historic material

Municipal Manual, 1916,
The City of Calgary,
Corporate Records,
Archives
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Appendix 3 –
continued from page 41

Municipal Manual 1916,
The City of Calgary,
Corporate Records,
Archives
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Historic material

Appendix 3 –

Historic material

Rules and Regulations
1920, Part 1, The City
of Calgary, Corporate
Records, Archives
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Appendix 3 –
continued from page 43

Rules and Regulations
1920, Part 2,
The City of Calgary,
Corporate Records,
Archives
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Historic material

Appendix 3 –

Historic material

Municipal Manual 1922,
The City of Calgary,
Corporate Records,
Archives
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Appendix 3 –

Rules and Regulations
1937, Part 1, The City
of Calgary, Corporate
Records, Archives
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Historic material

Appendix 3 –

Historic material

Rules and Regulations
1937, Part 2, The City
of Calgary, Corporate
Records, Archives
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Appendix 4 –
CHA evaluation Page 1
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Appendix 4 –
CHA evaluation Page 2
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Appendix 4 –
CHA evaluation Page 3
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Evaluators:

Date: 		

Chain link fence

Picket fence

Shed

Soil

Grass

Flowerbeds

Raised planting beds

Raspberries

Chokecherries

Crops

Site and plot alignment

Item

Appendix 5 –
Comments

Actions/ Priorities

Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant Lots Garden
Condition Assessment Form Page 1
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Comments

Actions/ Priorities

Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant Lots Garden
Condition Assessment Form Page 2

		

		

Additional comments:

Asphalt pathway

Boulevard

Signage

Benches

Tools

Tiller

Compost bin

Rain barrels

Chicken wire

Item

Appendix 5 –
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10.

9.

8

7.

6.

5.

4.

3.

2.

1.

Crops

Date: 		

results

Good

Fair

results

Poor

results

Please shade in the area you
gardened this year.

Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant Lots Garden
Gardener year-end summary Page 1

Name: 		

Appendix 6 –
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Bridgeland–Riverside Vacant Lots Garden
Gardener year-end summary Page 2

		

		

		

		

Please include other comments, stories, recipes, etc.:

Appendix 6 –
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